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Introduction 
Accelerating developments are being observed in machine learning (ML) technology, as the 
capacities for data capture and ever-increasing computer processing power have 
significantly improved. This is a branch of artificial intelligence technology that is not 
‘deterministic’, but rather programmes the machine to ‘learn’ from patterns and data,1 in 
order to arrive at outcomes, such as in predictive analytics.2 It is observed that companies 
are increasingly exploring the adoption of various ML technologies in various aspects of 
their business models,3 as successful adopters have seen marked revenue growth.4  
 
ML raises issues of risk for corporate and commercial use that are different from the legal 
risk involved in deploying robots that may be more deterministic in nature.5 Such issues of 
risk relate to what data is being input for the learning processes for ML, the risks of bias and 
hidden, sub-optimal assumptions,6 how such data is processed by ML to reach its ‘outcome’, 
leading sometimes to perverse results such as unexpected errors,7 harm,8 difficult choices9 
and even sub-optimal behavioural phenomena,10 and who should be accountable for such 
risks.11 Extant literature provides rich discussion of these issues, and there are only 
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emerging regulatory frameworks12 and soft law in the form of ethical principles13 to provide 
guidance for corporations navigating in this area of innovation. This article focuses on 
corporations that deploy ML and not as producers of ML innovations, in order to chart a 
framework for guiding strategic corporate decisions in adopting ML. We argue that such a 
framework necessarily integrates corporations’ legal risks and companies’ broader 
accountability to society. The navigation of ML innovations is not carried out within a 
‘compliance landscape’ for corporations, given that the laws and regulations governing 
corporations’ use of ML are yet emerging. Corporations’ deployment of ML is being 
scrutinised at the level of industry, stakeholders and broader society as governance 
initiatives are being developed in a number of different bottom-up quarters. We argue that 
corporations should frame their strategic deployment of ML innovations within a ‘thick and 
broad’ paradigm of corporate responsibility that is inextricably connected with business-
society relations. 
 
Section 1 defines the scope of ML that we are concerned about, and distinguishes this from 
automated systems. We argue that the key risk that ML poses to corporations is that 
unpredictable results14 may occur, even if ML systems may perform efficiently and 
flawlessly most of the time.15 Such unpredictability poses four categories of legal and non-
legal risks for corporations, which we unpack in Section 2, namely, (a) risks of external 
harms and liability; (b) risks of regulatory liability; (c) reputational risks and (d) risks of an 
operational nature and financial losses that may be significant. These risks do not insularly 
affect corporations and their shareholders as they often interact with a broader narrative in 
relation to business-society relations. Indeed, these risk pose broader consequences for 
business-society relations.  
 
Section 3 anchors the risks depicted above in the narratives of business-society relations by 
first examining their impact on the social, economic and moral realms and secondly, arguing 
that corporations should navigate these narratives in a ‘thick and broad’ paradigm of 
corporate responsibility.16 This Section explains what the ‘thick and broad’ paradigm of 
corporate responsibility is.  
 
Section 4 explores the applicational implications for corporations in addressing ML risks 
within a thick and broad corporate responsibility paradigm. We argue that the deployment 
of ML provides corporations with both the opportunity and the social obligation to carry this 
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out in a manner more porous to and integrated with social discourse and expectations. ML 
technologies can potentially usher in major institutional change,17 and corporate behaviour 
and leadership in adopting ML should be more holistically interrogated.18 Section 5 
concludes. 
 

1. Corporations’ Adoption of ML 
 
Businesses increasingly deploy artificial intelligence (AI) systems in diverse areas such as 
finance, 19 healthcare, 20 taxation, 21 sales and marketing,22 production and manufacturing,23 
and risk management.24 There are different definitions of AI but at its core, AI are systems 
designed to reason and act like intelligent and rational human beings for the purpose of 
attaining specified objectives.25 The deployment of AI evolves from businesses’ adoption of 
automation, which has started since the 1940s.26 Automation is deterministic in that 
machines complete tasks in a self-governing manner, ‘by means of programmed commands 
combined with automatic feedback control to ensure proper execution of the 
instructions’.27 
 
There is a relentless movement from ‘automation’ to ‘autonomous’ as machine 
development is steered towards ML. Machines would be elevated from slavishly performing 
pre-programmed commands to working out the most optimal and efficient routes to 
achieving performance. Such machines are programmed to process volumes of data but 
within frameworks such as: ‘natural language processing’,28 which allows human language 
expressions to be directly engaged with instead of translation into code, ‘decision trees’29 
that allow pathways to information analysis and processing to be organised with statistical 
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and consequential logic or ‘artificial neural networks’30 which simulate the human brain’s 
associations and organise data in statistical but non-linear manners. ML processes data and 
recognises patterns within its learning frameworks in order to achieve certain outcomes and 
decisions. However, ML is yet far from ‘super intelligence’,31 the term used to describe AI 
able to replicate human intelligence. The development of AI is often discussed in three 
stages, i.e. narrow AI, general AI and super AI. 
 
Narrow AI refers to the ability of computers to undertake specific tasks, such as by learning 
the rules of a game such as chess in order to play it.32 The machine is trained with the rules 
of the game and voluminous data relating to previous plays and moves, in order to work out 
the pathways needed for it to play or compete.33 ML is able to devise more than one 
manner of pattern recognition in order to achieve outcomes, surpassing the programmed 
robot that operates on precise sets of rules.34 
 
General AI is more ambitious as it relates to machines with more ‘holistic’ or integrated 
capacity, simulating human reasoning that is more multi-faceted in nature.35 Such a 
machine would not only be a chess player, Roomba or facial recognition software, but more 
like an all-rounded android. Recent research exposed in conference proceedings show that 
there is only incremental development towards building general AI.36 As the developments 
in communications robotics show,37 general AI seems to be rudimentary. An area of much-
hyped development in general AI is that of self-driving cars,38 as self-driving encompasses a 
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number of different functions that taken together, constitute a complex act of being in 
control of a motor vehicle. General AI may attain greater human resemblance. However, in 
developing such general AI, a plethora of errors and hazards would have to be dealt with, 
such as the fatalities that have been caused by self-driving cars.39 
 
Super AI refers to AI that is indistinguishable from human sentience and capacity. Fiction 
provides us with a glimpse of what super AI looks like, in the form of Ava in Ex Machina40 or 
a more benign version in Japanese animation Time of Eve41. Super AI and humans would live 
side by side and would be almost indistinguishable except for the laws of robotics that 
govern android behaviour, such laws safeguarding the superiority of humans.  As fiction 
uncannily shows, developments towards super AI would necessarily be underpinned by 
policy choices involving law, governance, ethics, and social considerations such as inclusion 
and cohesion. 
 
With scientific developments in the realm of narrow and possibly, general AI, the corporate 
sector has been attracted to adopting the new capacities offered by such technology. It is 
observed that such adoption is incremental and focused on areas where there is strategic 
perception of a natural fit between ML and corporations’ inclinations to improve efficiency, 
expand revenue and reduce cost.42 We provide a brief survey of corporate adoption of ML 
below. 
 
First, corporations are attracted to using ML to manage an increasing phenomenon of data 
volume and overload, such as for compliance or risk management purposes. Human 
management of voluminous amounts of data can result in error caused by fatigue or 
negligence, while ML may be able to offer more consistent performance. The question 
however is whether the performance of ML is comparable to humans in respect of the 
decision-making or judgment phases of task performance related to analysis and processing 
of data. ML is increasingly deployed in decision-making or judgment phases that are not 
necessarily straight-forward, repetitive and low-level, but may require case-by-case analysis 
and application. 
 
For example, Deloitte provided a case study of an AI solution developed for its client that 
analyses the latter’s employment tax obligations for the purpose of enabling more effective 
compliance.43 For a start, the AI model developed by Deloitte is fed with Deloitte’s own data 
such as dictionary, tax laws and regulations, and various training data. Deloitte then works 
with the client company to locate, extract, clean up and analyse the company’s data from 
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the company’s general ledger, payroll, and accounts payable systems. All the relevant data 
are then being labelled according to different employment-related expenditure. The AI 
system is then trained with different sets of scenarios and questions to see if they could 
provide the correct answers for tax compliance.  
 
However, in autonomous data-management by ML in order for certain judgments to be 
made, the risks of error and liability entail. There is a risk that sub-optimal outcomes can be 
attributed to the quality, representativeness and completeness of data,44 or the 
appropriateness of ML routes and pattern-recognition.45 In relation to ML systems for bank 
risk management, commentators have opined that ML is helpful in being able to process 
complex and voluminous risk data.46 However risk data is often backward-looking and not 
complete. They may capture ‘known risks’ and ‘known unknowns’ but often are unable to 
incorporate ‘unknown unknowns’.47 In relation to ML systems for financial institutions’ 
implementation of anti-money laundering alert and reporting systems, it is also recognised 
that the inherent lack of completeness of customer information and changing patterns of 
financial crime behaviour can severely challenge the essentially data-focused ML systems.48 
The efficiencies that may be offered by ML need to be balanced against the inherent risks in 
data-focused ML systems, entailing implications for legal and regulatory risks, to be 
discussed further in Section 2. 
 
Next, corporations may be attracted to ML in relation to pattern-recognition capacities that 
are able to achieve end-to-end functions in a more efficient manner, cutting out 
intermediary steps or roles, possibly leading to better performance and cost-saving. One 
example of such deployment of ML systems is in global supply chain management, in 
particular, involving the internet of things. In global supply chain management, ML is used 
to analyse demand and sales data in order to manage production, inventories and stock 
availability.49 Moreover, such data collection can itself be the subject of autonomous 
learning by the machine in an internet-of-things set-up. IBM describes this in the 
hypothetical scenario of managing the supply chain for car distribution networks. Data is 
collected automatically from car showrooms in relation to demand and customers’ positive 
signals such as the amount of time spent lingering in certain areas in car showrooms, and 
these can be automatically processed and transmitted to relevant centers of operations and 
organisation in the supply chain to trigger production or inventory management.50 In such 
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deployment, ML systems may minimise errors that humans commit due to the complexity 
of data analytics required during intermediate steps. ML systems are even developed to 
manage risks of supply disruptions so that alternative avenues and channels can be 
efficiently pursued without delay.51 
 
However, such supply chain management relies on the predictive analytics capabilities of 
ML, especially in relation to consumer demand levels, and it remains uncertain if such 
systems can be resilient against unexpected exogenous shocks to consumer sentiment, such 
as during the Covid-19 crisis in 2020. Other risks such as cybersecurity and hacking risks may 
also need to be managed for ML systems that are connected across global networks.52 
 
Another application of ML lies in achieving certain tasks without the need for intermediate 
steps (or human errors), for example, the increasing deployment of employee surveillance.53 
ML may be used to scan employee expense claims, communications, emails etc to detect 
fraud or abuse. Although this may reduce operational risk and cost for companies, it also 
raises certain legal and ethical issues in relation to employment and privacy. 
 
The third common attraction of ML for corporate sector adoption lies in predictive analytics, 
which can help companies gain a competitive edge in achieving revenue and sales growth, 
or minimise losses, such as in minimising productivity or default losses.54 McKinsey55 reports 
the most remarkable growth in corporate sector adoption of ML systems is for sales and 
marketing, as consumer behaviour data is harvested and fed into ML systems to predict 
consumer trends and demands. ML is used to proactively facilitate consumer purchase 
decisions, such as Amazon.com’s ‘what other items were bought by customers who bought 
your item’. An example of a marketing ML system was developed by Intel. Prior to using ML, 
Intel relied on its sales and marketing analysts to conduct manual search of companies to 
identify potential sales leads. With the help of ML, Intel discovered new and better leads 
with more accuracy and at a faster pace. 56 Intel developed an in-house AI system to identify 
new markets and customers using ML, specifically supervised and semi-supervised learning 
and natural language processing models in order to create customer segmentation. Intel fed 
millions of textual data from the web into a neural network text classification model 
developed by a third party with a pre-trained multi-lingual language model developed by 
Google. The data include but are not limited to thousands of company sites appearing in 
Wikipedia. The data are labeled by Intel according to two categories, i.e. industries (retail, 
transportation, education, healthcare, communications etc) and roles (whether the 
companies are service providers, retailers, manufacturers etc). As for companies that are 
not labeled, Intel deploys semi-supervised learning which allows the system a free-hand in 
determining the label, drawing from Intel’s internal data, i.e. not from web but from 
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information that Intel already has by virtue of its existing business relationships with its 
clients. 
 
Predictive analytics in sales and marketing using ML have helped not only Intel but many 
companies surveyed to achieve superior revenue growth.57 Further, predictive analytics is 
also used to help companies avoid losses, for example in human capital or productivity 
losses, or default losses for banks that can be caused by less-than creditworthy borrowers. 
 
Predictive analytics is incrementally integrated into recruitment and hiring in order to detect 
talent, productive and unproductive characteristics, so that companies may have a better 
chance to avoid productivity losses in due course.58 Such deployment inevitably raises issues 
of ethics, discrimination and privacy.59 Predictive analytics is also used extensively in credit 
decisions, especially by fintechs using algorithmic credit scoring and decision-making 
processes.60 The extensive issues in profiling, discrimination, financial inclusion/exclusion, 
ethics and privacy are discussed at length by commentators.61  
 
In the above examples of popular use of ML by the corporate sector, various risks abound, 
and there is an essential risk/return tradeoff for strategic consideration by corporations.62 
Efficiencies achieved, efforts or errors minimized and revenue growth may be attractive, but 
companies run inherent risks with ML systems and accompanying risks such as legal, 
regulatory and reputational.63 Section 2 explores the landscape of risks for corporations 
considering or are presently adopting ML and argues ultimately that besides targeted 
regulatory64 and external ethical approaches,65 an internally-robust ‘corporate 
responsibility’ framework is crucial for corporations to manage the risks of adopting ML 
systems. 
 

2. Mapping the Landscape of Risks for Corporations Adopting ML Systems 
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Corporations have been pioneers in adopting technological innovations in production, 
service, operations, distribution and delivery,66 battling legal risks along the way.67 Non-
human innovative installations have given rise to legal issues decades ago as courts judge 
new boundaries of rights and obligations, e.g. in the 1970s case regarding the introduction 
of unmanned automated parking facilities in Thornton v Shoe Lane Parking Ltd.68 The 
adoption of ML systems by corporations would also give rise to legal issues in relation to 
rights and obligations that need to be clarified and possibly even regulated.69 
 
In this Section, we map out the terrain of emerging legal and related non-legal risks that 
corporations need to manage. The McKinsey survey on adoption of ML systems by the 
corporate sector shows that corporations often focus excessively on the opportunities 
offered by ML systems but fail to engage sufficiently with managing the risks of adopting ML 
systems.70 As the strategic adoption of ML systems is a global phenomenon for many 
companies, especially those that are well-resourced and transnational in nature, we 
attempt to provide a compass or framework for managing the risks of strategic ML adoption 
at a high level, that ‘sits above’ any particular legal or regulatory regime. In this manner, we 
are cognisant of differences in legal and regulatory fragmentation faced by transnational 
companies whose ML adoption and deployment may be global, but argue that an 
overarching framework that guides and is not mired in jurisdiction-based detail would be 
useful for corporations. 
 
Leaving technical risks aside, we identify four sets of legal and related non-legal risks arising 
from corporate adoption of ML systems, namely: (a) legal risks dealing largely with private 
liability, (b) regulatory risks dealing with compliance obligations or infringement of existing 
regulatory standards, perhaps in an unexpected manner, (c) reputational risks dealing with 
relations with stakeholders or communities in possibly disoriented or frayed relations and 
(d) operational and financial losses, dealing with the losses occasioned to corporations 
where unexpected ML performance occurs, which may also be connected with liability and 
risk issues in (a), (b) and (c). We argue that it is crucial for corporations adopting ML systems 
to concurrently manage these four sets of risks. 
 
Legal Risks 
In this part, we deal with the legal risks faced by corporations adopting ML systems in 
relation to private liability, as a dedicated part is reserved for discussing regulatory risks. 
There are at least two types of private liability relating to ML systems: commercial and third-
party.  On the former, corporations deploying ML may face contractual liability risks if the 
performance of ML affects their contractual performance. There is the possibility that 
corporations mindful of the novelties in adopting ML systems would seek to manage 
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contractual liability risks in a ‘blanket’ manner by way of contractual exclusions of liability. In 
a business-to-business context, exclusions may be upheld as reasonable.71 However, this 
may be more unpredictable if a consumer is involved.72 In terms of third-party liability, 
corporations deploying ML systems may incur private liability if harm, such as physical injury 
is caused to third parties, such as where a self-driving car runs into a pedestrian.73 Private 
liability may also be incurred if economic losses are occasioned to third parties, where 
relationships of proximity74 warrant a duty of care to be imposed on the corporation. Third-
party liability risks may be more unpredictable and unmanageable than contractual liability 
risks, and the difficulty in managing these risks is exacerbated by the challenges ML systems 
pose to existing liability frameworks, such as in the US and UK, in the following ways: 
 
 (i) there is uncertainty as to whether the corporate deployer of ML systems should 
be subject to liability if decisions made by ML systems have been devised within the ‘black 
box’ of ML learning routes (‘the normative implications for innovation’); 
 (ii) there is uncertainty as to how the applicable legal framework for negligence can 
be transposed into the ML context (‘the positive applications of existing law’); 
 (iii) there is uncertainty as to how contributory negligence operates in terms of the 
expected norms of conduct on the part of the third party interacting with the ML system; 
and 
 (iv) there is general uncertainty in terms of judicial leanings and development, cost 
of litigation and any compensatory liability.  
 
On the normative implications for innovation, there is extensive debate on whether 
deployers of ML systems should be made liable for third-party harms as ML systems are 
designed to arrive at their own decisions. Should the AI be regarded as personally liable 
instead,75 the consequence being that normative jurisprudence should move away from 
fault and responsibility76 on the part of the deployer of ML systems? In this manner, we 
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would focus only on restoring or compensating the victim, moving away from doctrinal 
analyses of human ‘fault’ or ‘responsibility’.77 Commentators have suggested that third-
party harms entailing from the deployment of ML systems could be compensated by a pre-
funded institution78 that pays for the social cost of innovation or by insurance 
arrangements.79 Such normative ideas have traction especially if we consider the scenario of 
the mainstreaming of self-driving cars in the future. It would likely be a more efficient 
system if social provision on the whole can be made for ML risks leading to third party 
harms, so that innovation can be facilitated.80 Innovative companies would then not run the 
risk of being excessively penalised, and it would likely be impracticable and costly to expect 
complex litigation to be borne by drivers and third-party individuals contesting the 
boundaries of existing private law. 
 
However, it may be argued that we would be too quick to assume that norms of ‘fault’, 
responsibilities and conduct cannot be satisfactorily fashioned,81 and both ethical and legal 
interrogation82 must take place as innovation becomes socially accepted. This argument is 
more ‘coherentist’ in nature, as according to Brownsword,83 a dominant legal response to 
new technology is often that of ‘seeking coherentism’ with existing legal frameworks, 
assuming that existing legal frameworks have technology-neutral and timeless qualities to 
interrogate a new development. In this manner, the legal interpretation and categorisation 
of a novel feature can be made coherent with existing law. According to this approach, the 
legal risks for corporations deploying ML systems may chiefly be in the realm of positive 
applications of law rather than normatively-led law reforms.  
 
However, it is generally acknowledged that ML systems present novel features not well-
accommodated in positive applications of existing law. If ML systems make autonomous 
decisions, how does this change the scope of corporate deployers’ duty and standard of 
care to third parties? 84 The deployment of ML that is able to make autonomous 
determinations means that human agency would be ‘one-step removed’. In this manner, 
would duties for human agents pertain to general frameworks for operations and safety 
management, rather than the precise operation of the ML system? In a self-driving car, if 
the role of humans is reduced to that of monitoring the driving environment and to take 
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back control only if requested by the car or in exceptional situations, then the duty of care 
will attach to monitoring functions and not the driving function as such.  
 
Further, as positive applications of third-party liability laws require the finding of a causal 
connection between the victim and the ‘fault’ or responsibility that can be attached to a 
legal person, it is questioned what difficulties the autonomous nature of ML decision-
making would pose for such positive application of law.85 Bathaee86 for instance argues that 
causation concepts need to be reformed in order to capture more holistically the 
frameworks of human agency in relation to ML operations, so that proximity for causation 
can be extended.87 For example, for highly autonomous ML systems, human agency in 
design or higher-level frameworks of operation should be regarded as causally proximate. 
Casey88 argues that traditional causation concepts can still work provided that we have total 
transparency of ML systems’ black boxes and decision-making processes, so that attribution 
of fault or responsibility can be made.  
 
However, under both approaches, it can be argued that ‘fault’ or ‘responsibility’ would be 
attributed to designers or supervisors of ML systems’. It is perhaps no surprise that under a 
coherentist approach to interrogate how positive applications of law would apply to harms 
caused by ML systems, product liability of the ML system is often in question and 
extensively commented on.89 Relying on product liability as the doctrinal destination for 
attribution of compensatory liability90 may become a norm, but this is undesirable as 
product liability is yet another body of law that needs to be interrogated in order for ML 
systems to fit in.91 Further, such a distribution of legal risk can be an impediment to 
innovative companies, especially small or medium sized enterprises.92 
 
The extent to which third parties may be contributorily negligent is also likely to be subject 
to doctrinal contestation as new expectations of conduct in relation to third-party 
engagement with ML need to be fashioned. Pedestrian jaywalkers can be regarded as 
contributorily negligent although drivers are expected to brake and slow down too ahead of 
the accident. However, are pedestrian jaywalkers contributorily negligent if an approaching 
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self-driving car mis-classifies the pedestrian wrongly and accelerates or fails to slow down in 
advance of the accident?93  
 
The interrogation of ML risks within private law precepts in relation to commercial and 
third-party liability brings about many uncertainties in terms of doctrinal fits and normative 
implications for law or regulatory reform. Indeed the lack of clarity in how law would be 
applied or interpreted is not merely a ‘legal’ question but also imports of socio-legal aspects 
in terms of how social responses to legal uncertainties would drive positive or normative 
legal responses. 
 
In the social realm, the legal risks of third-party liability arising from corporate deployment 
of ML systems such as Uber self-driving cars and IBM’s Watson not only affect the physical 
or economic interests of claimants in actual or potential lawsuits. Rather, these legal risks 
raise broader issues about the companies’ responsibilities to the society in ensuring that 
their development and deployment of ML systems do not create social externalities and 
instead create social benefits that exceed social harm.94 As such, we cannot stop at merely 
analysing whether and how private law should be reformed to minimise and deter such 
social harms. The ‘social licence to operate’ can affect how positive and normative legal 
conceptions should be shaped, and corporations need to be responsive to this.95 Companies 
can become practically ‘bound’ to extra-legal practices driven by the need to achieve social 
legitimacy. For example, corporations in the extractive industry work intensely with 
stakeholder inputs as their business operations integrally affect communities’ environments 
and livelihoods, and stakeholder inputs and well-being are crucial to the sustenance of 
business models in those communities.96   
 
In considering private law risks to companies in deploying ML systems, one can be focused 
only upon rectifying and restoring the bilateral relationships between the claimant and 
defendant,97  or implications for legal certainty and how these shape future corporate 
behaviour. This narrow approach needs to be avoided in relation to corporate deployment 
of ML risks not least because the positive and normative developments of private law are 
dynamic, but that such dynamism is driven by underpinning socio-legal narratives about the 
fairness, social acceptability and legitimacy of ML deployment by corporations.  
 
Regulatory Risks 
The deployment of ML systems by corporations entails regulatory risks in three ways. First, 
the question of fit between existing regulatory standards and the operational or functional 
implications of ML systems. Second, regulatory compliance issues are arising especially in 
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relation to data collection, management and retention by corporations. Third, there would 
potentially be new regulatory regimes or standards to contend with in relation to the use of 
ML systems, especially if they become more widely adopted. 
 
The adoption of ML systems may affect how corporations meet their regulatory standards 
and requirements,98 and these can differ amongst different jurisdictions corporations are 
operating in. Where ML systems are intended to facilitate more efficient compliance,99 
corporations face inherent risk in ML systems not meeting regulatory standards,  if there is 
failure to embed correctly regulatory interpretation and expectations. For example this is 
important  in anti-money laundering compliance in the financial sector, or the use of robo-
advisors to provide investment recommendations for financial customers.100 In the context 
of robo-advice where the processing of investor information and the matching with 
investment products is ‘algorithmised’, the conduct of business regulation applicable to 
investment advice remains the same.101 Technically speaking, most ‘robo-advisers’ are more 
deterministic than ML in nature, but there are emerging developments for ML in investment 
advice. The standards of expected conduct, whether in collecting investor information or 
ascertaining suitability of recommendations,102 or in customer due diligence and raising of 
alerts to comply with anti-financial crime103 obligations, remain qualitatively the same 
regardless of technological deployment. Hence, where new technology is used, firms need 
to embed regulatory compliance in technological application even if the mix between 
human agency and technological processing is different from company to company.  
 
However, as regulation is not machine-readable,104 the automation of regulatory 
compliance is based on assumptions in relation to regulatory interpretation and supervisory 
expectations. Legal risk can arise for corporations and their ML system suppliers in relation 
to the making of such assumptions. Further, it is doubted whether regulatory compliance 
obligations can be perfectly transposed onto the modalities of software.105 On the other 
hand, automating compliance also raises behavioural issues for firms in failing to culturally 
embed the spirit of compliance. Firms need to beware of a form of behavioural ‘auto-pilot’ 
where their staff become over-reliant on ML systems and fail to adhere to the spirit of the 
regulation.106 
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Next, the risks of data collection and management by corporations that deploy ML systems 
have been widely canvassed.107  Corporations face regulatory risks in relation to data 
collection and protection, and data subjects’ rights such as the ‘right to be forgotten’ under 
the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Questions have been raised such as 
whether the right to be forgotten applies to data fed into ML systems, and how this would 
affect the matrix of information and the learning routes implemented by ML systems.108 
Where companies utilise data subjects’ information in ML systems that would result in 
decisions affecting them, such as algorithmic credit scoring, challenges can arise if ML 
systems are found to be systemically biased or discriminatory.109 These risks would likely 
require an enterprise-wide approach on the part of corporations to address them, including 
the data compliance, risk management and technologically-expert staff, and a joined-up 
governance framework. 
 
Finally, corporations are likely to face regulatory risk in terms of changing and new 
regulatory standards and regimes, especially if ML systems become more widely adopted.110 
There is the possibility of overarching regimes or standards, such as those found in the 
GDPR, as well as sectoral standards such as in automotive, healthcare, financial etc 
sectors.111 However, this is an emerging development and corporations must be prepared 
for policy changes that can be introduced. The European Commission in particular requires 
corporations that may be thinking of deploying ML with an increased risk of harm to adopt 
precautionary measures.112 In this spirit, corporations cannot merely wait for or rely on 
regulatory parameters to shape the boundaries of their behaviour but should engage 
proactively with the public interests that policy-makers desire to protect. Corporations 
should thus prepare to consider notions of ‘harm’ broadly in relation not only to bilateral 
physical or economic harms, but also more broadly social, economic and moral harms. In 
this manner, decisions to adopt or deploy ML systems should not merely be considered in a 
technologically deterministic113 or efficiency-focused manner, but should incorporate 
corporations’ consideration about their share of responsibility in bringing about and 
managing change for themselves and the society impacted by them. 
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Corporations are also likely to be involved with regulators, stakeholders, industry and others 
in the shaping of future regulatory regimes.114 The capacity to engage in policy discourse is 
an area that corporations should invest in, and this is likely to be best developed in an 
enterprise-wide manner, involving personnel from strategic, operational, innovation, risk 
management and compliance departments. 
 
Reputational Risks 
Reputational risks for corporations deploying ML systems can arise in two ways, and they 
affect the corporation’s business-society relations more generally. One is that corporations’ 
legal or regulatory risks entail reputational risks. The second is that corporations’ use of ML 
systems within the ‘grey areas’ or ‘gaps’ in private or regulatory law is perceived with 
caution as such use entails changes and disorientation to society’s expectations of or 
relations with the corporation. 
 
A leading, notorious example in the UK is the Cambridge Analytica scandal where Facebook 
failed to monitor the illegal harvesting of data by Cambridge Analytica’s ML systems in order 
to build up profiles of Facebook users for targeted political advertising.115  Cambridge 
Analytica has since been wound up and social trust in Facebook dipped significantly.116 This 
has also entailed a broader movement in the US and UK to consider imposing regulatory 
control over ‘big tech’ firms such as Facebook, Amazon and Google.117  
 
Where companies’ use of ML gives rise to risks of exploitation and misuse of data, breach of 
privacy and discrimination, such as in the use of facial recognition software118 and 
algorithmic credit scoring119, the reputation of companies will be adversely affected.120 
However, these episodes, besides raising regulatory risks, also entail the broader issue of 
the role of companies in promoting or undermining human rights, social values and 
fundamental principles.121  Are corporations deploying ML systems insularly for their own 
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benefit without any consideration of how such deployment promote the long-term trust 
between business and society? For example, Chun’s discusses commercial deployment of 
facial recognition technologies as essentially an issue of business-society relations. Personal 
data is effectively entrusted to corporate or commercial entities and this involves a 
paradigm of social trust. How then should facial recognition technologies be used so as to 
embed respect for such social entrustment even if the deployment of these technologies is 
pursuant to private/commercial purposes?122   Where companies deploying ML become 
intimately involved with their customers, suppliers, stakeholders etc through possession 
and processing of their data,123  such data entrustment entails interdependence and 
vulnerability in the same manner as businesses that are operating in an integrated manner 
in their communities. Social legitimacy and expectations are an integral part of corporations’ 
considerations in deploying ML systems. 
 
The deployment of ML in sales and marketing also entails risks of consumption 
manipulation124 (but there is also evidence of ML systems being used to forestall mis-selling 
led by humans).125 Further, corporate reputation may also be undermined where ML 
systems disrupt work patterns and the political economy, a key aspect of business-society 
relations.126 Corporate deployment of ML systems cannot be insularly decided upon as 
wider effects would at the very least boomerang upon corporations in the form of 
reputational risks. Siebecker likens the deployment of ML by corporations to the use of the 
private property of corporations’ capital in a manner that affects society and hence such 
powers must be exercised in a manner consistent with Berle and Means’ articulation of 
‘trust’, which includes social trust.127 
 
Corporations should be cognisant of their share of contribution to social disruptions, 
upheaval or disorientation, in adopting and deploying ML systems in such a manner that 
affects their interface with the public and society.  Indeed corporations should consider 
their role in beneficence,128 and how its vision of human progress should be balanced 
against sacrifices that may occur along the way. Such sacrifices can relate to replaced jobs or 
job security in industries where ML may take over tasks,129 and the trade-off between 
efficiency and autonomy, such as in the Internet of Things industry.130  
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Operational and Financial Losses 
Although ML systems have much to offer corporations in terms of performance 
enhancement, efficiency saving and risk management improvement, corporations may 
suffer operational and financial losses when ML systems perform unexpectedly in their 
‘normal’ course of operations. Arguably the case involving Tyndaris Investments in the UK is 
such an example.131 Tyndaris uses ML technologies for algorithmic management of trading 
decisions. Such management is based on ML analysis of trading and market data. Tyndaris 
attracted Hong Kong billionaire Samathur Li to let it manage, through an investment 
company, VWM, almost US$2.5 billion in the AI-powered hedge fund. However, on one 
calamitous day, Tyndaris purportedly lost US$20 million. VWM instructed Tyndaris to stop 
trading. Tyndaris then brought a claim against VWM for unpaid investment management 
fees of US$3 million. VWM counterclaimed against Tyndaris for misrepresentation, among 
other claims. Unexpected performance by ML systems can lead to customer grievances and 
claims, private law liability and loss in revenue such as the unpaid fees claimed by Tyndaris. 
If ML systems like Tyndaris’ are used in proprietary trading by financial institutions, trading 
and investment losses may be incurred by the corporate user on its own account. Further, if 
regulatory liability is implicated such as data breaches, firms can suffer further losses from 
fines and penalties. The GDPR for example provides for the possibility for firms to be fined 
up to 2% or 4% of their worldwide revenue depending on the severity of breach.132 
 
For corporate users of ML systems designed and supplied by another, accountability for 
their operational losses may also lie with the sellers/suppliers of the ML software. Whether 
and to what extent corporate users are able to recoup their losses for the malfunction or 
substandard ML systems depends on whether they can successfully sue the 
sellers/suppliers, primarily on the basis of product liability, which as earlier mentioned, 
raises uncertainties in terms of doctrinal application. For example in the UK, it is unclear 
whether corporate users’ procurement of ML systems amounts to a contract of sale under 
the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (SGA) or a supply of service under the Supply of Goods and 
Services Act 1982 (SGSA), as ML systems may come in hardware housing or as 
downloadable software, affecting their characterisation as goods or services.133 The 
application of the SGA or SGSA leads to different legal consequences in terms of 
sellers’/suppliers’ liabilities and responsibilities and to what extent corporate users can call 
them to account. If the SGA applies, the seller is strictly liable in terms of description, fitness 
for purpose and satisfactory quality. If the SGSA applies, the supplier is only liable if it has 
breached the duty to exercise reasonable care and skill. Establishing the negligence of 
suppliers of ML systems is likely challenging as ML systems do not come in a “ready and 
complete” set that the corporate procurer simply deploys for its purpose. Rather, the 
corporate procurer may play a role in designing and testing the ML systems, which has 
implications for the questions of satisfactory quality under the SGA as well as contributory 
negligence under the SGSA.134 Further, exclusions of liability may also be effective between 
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the corporate procurer and the supplier of ML systems, thereby rendering it more difficult 
for the corporate procurer to recoup its losses. 
 
Although operational and financial losses present real risks to corporations deploying ML 
systems, such risks are not merely confined to corporations and their potential relationships 
in private law liability. In some instances, the corporate deployment of ML systems can 
cause wider ripple effects, such as systemic risks to financial markets. For example, the 
‘flash crashes’135 in stock markets caused by glitches in algorithmic trading software 
employed by particular traders can potentially be of systemic consequence. Such wider 
implications should be internalised by corporations in deploying ML systems so as to be 
cognisant of the potential social footprint of their ML operations.  
 
Corporations’ deployment of ML systems involves uncertainties in relation to the four sets 
of key risks that should be managed in parallel. In mapping out the nature of the four sets of 
risks above, we observe that these risks are dynamic, uncertain in scope and extent, and can 
also be characterised as ‘transnational’ and ‘socio-legal’ in nature. Addressing legal and 
regulatory risks may instinctively be thought of as being tied to particular jurisdictions, but 
where legal approaches or regulatory policies are emerging and fragmented globally, 
corporations are not only addressing compliance needs demanded by any particular 
jurisdiction, but need a higher-level framework to cope with the dynamic and shifting 
nature of legal and regulatory risks. Further, the reputational and operational risks, and 
even the legal and regulatory risks entailing from ML deployment are engaged with 
stakeholder relationships, social scrutiny and emerging policy reform, situating such risk 
management within a broader fabric that is not corporate-centric or narrowly-framed 
within legal and regulatory precepts.  
 
This article proposes that in this dynamic context, corporations can best cope by adopting a 
holistic and high-level framework for governing and managing ML risks, anchored in a 
widely-defined paradigm of corporate responsibility that incorporates high levels of 
strategic governance, corporate governance framework and business-society relations.  
 
3. Framing Corporations’ ML Risks within the Corporate Responsibility Paradigm 
 
This Section argues that the ‘Corporate Responsibility’ (CR) paradigm should form the 
overarching framework for corporations’ risk management of ML risks. This is because the 
CR paradigm is able to cater for the transnational and socio-legal character of corporations’ 
unique risk management needs where ML deployment is concerned. 
 
Carroll’s pyramid of corporate social responsibility has often been the starting point for 
explaining the holistic nature of corporations’ ‘responsibility paradigm’.136 Corporations may 
be primarily responsible for economic production and wealth generation, but they are also 
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nested within a paradigm of external expectations in relation to its citizenship,137 including 
philanthropy. Corporations may be steered by frameworks of law and regulation provide 
boundaries for behaviour, but they are also situated within a fabric of social expectations 
and community values and norms beyond what is legalised.138 
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Source: Archie B Carroll, ‘The Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility: Toward the Moral 
Management of Organisational Stakeholders’ Business Horizons 39 (1991). 
 
The nature of ML risks for corporations can be characterised across the pyramidal spectrum, 
and the CR paradigm appropriately caters for corporations’ holistic management of ML 
risks. Further, the CR paradigm is appropriate for corporations as an overarching framework 
to manage ML risks because such a paradigm accommodates inter-disciplinary perspectives, 
and is not overly susceptible to the quantitative insularity of traditional risk management139 
nor the perverse incentives surrounding an instrumental approach to legal compliance.140 
The CR paradigm is able to respond to the emerging governance initiatives for AI/ML, many 
of which are situated in the realm of ‘ethics’, being an interdisciplinary combination of 
norms, values, socio-legal, policy and governance perspectives.141  
 
There are increasing calls to corporations deploying ML systems to adhere to ethical 
principles.142 The slowness of legal and regulatory policy in articulating particular standards 
of conduct reflects complex discourse in this area,143 and ethical principles have arisen to fill 
the gap. However, the fragmentation of these bodies of ethical principles also poses a 
challenge to corporations in selecting what to adhere to, and in relation to how that 
selection may be perceived by stakeholders and society. There is a proliferation of ethical 
principles from various international bodies, think tanks and voluntary groups. In this 
respect, corporations should consider whether they should issue their own ethical codes?144 
Should relevant sectors develop industry codes, such as the IEEE’s Code?145  Or are 
principles and codes issued by stakeholder or other expert groups, such as the Asilomar 
Principles146 and the AI4People Principles more credible as representing the terms that 
societies have negotiated with businesses?147  
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The above analysis advances our argument that corporations’ management of ML risks 
should be framed in broad and holistic terms, integrating business-society relations. We 
propose that corporations should manage ML risks in a thick and broad conception of 
corporate responsibility, in order to avoid applying a form of corporate responsibility that is 
seen primarily to cater for public relations.148 We also locate such corporate responsibility 
as a form of governance in the ‘decentred’ theory of regulation, and explain it as a paradigm 
that is distinguished from narrow or insular conceptions of calculative risk management or 
public relations-washing. 
 
Thick and Broad Conception of Corporate Responsibility 
First, we argue that corporations should uphold a thick and broad conception of corporate 
responsibility as the paradigm for navigating ML risks. This is drawn from Sjåfell and 
Bruner’s149 ‘thick’ conception of sustainability, explained as integrating the ‘social 
foundation’ upon which corporations operate, and not merely having a peripheralised 
notion of external consciousness. In their notion which is focused on sustainability, Sjåfell 
and Bruner argue that corporations are not insular entities and are operating within a 
context in relation to the planetary boundaries of the earth’s environmental and eco-
systems150 and in relation to public goods such as the UN Sustainable Development Goals.151 
As such, corporate behaviour cannot blithely exists in a clear-cut public-private divide or be 
oblivious to the wider context of expectations with regard to appropriate behaviour and 
positive acts of citizenship.  
 
We apply this notion more broadly to corporate responsibility, that in the context of ML 
deployment which can pervasively and significantly impact on the social, economic and 
moral realms of community and society as illustrated above, such deployment cannot 
merely be regarded as fulfilling efficiency needs on the part of corporations.152 A thick and 
broad notion of corporate responsibility disavows narrow or cosmetic displays of corporate 
responsibility which are usually justified by the business case alone,153 or regarded as simply 
a voluntary management tool154 or stakeholder-relations exercise,155 or charitable activities. 
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Such a notion demands that business strategy, governance and key aspects of corporate 
operations be interrogated within a responsibility framework,156 so that ‘responsible’ 
actions or activities are not siloed or peripheral.157 The practical implications of this will be 
fleshed out in Section 4, involving corporate governance, enterprise-wide frameworks for 
risk management and responsible innovation, as well as substantive and procedural 
approaches.  
 
The thick and broad paradigm of corporate responsibility is based on corporate power158 
and leadership159 to transform socio-economic relations, exchanges and modalities in 
general.160 Waldman161 argues that the deployment of ML is generally a reflection of 
corporate power based on corporations’ resources and leadership in innovation. A thick and 
broad corporate responsibility paradigm for navigating ML risks would compel corporations 
to subject the exercise of private power to socially-conscious evaluations.162  
 
Further, corporate use of ML is poised to bring about not only significant benefits but also 
great risks to social fabric, cohesion and trust.163 The use of ML transforms work relations 
and human-machine interfaces,164 resulting in new risks in relation to displacement, work 
configuration and mental and social well-being.165 ML transforms business processes such as 
internal and external due diligence, the configuration of expert tasks and external 
accountability.166 Corporations should place themselves firmly within the social fabric167 as a 
starting point in considering deployment of ML, in terms of their citizenly and ‘neighbourly’ 
relations with stakeholders and society.  Indeed Hickman and Petrin argue that the 
European Commission’s Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI—under which AI systems 
should be developed and used in ‘[a] sustainable, environmentally friendly [manner], 
considering broader society and other sentient beings’—potentially require corporations to 
use AI systems in a manner that is focused not only on themselves but on the wider social 
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context. The Guidelines arguably present a paradigmatic challenge to the traditional 
shareholder-centric focus of corporate theory and practice.168  
 
We also argue that the thick and broad notion of corporate responsibility is consonant with 
corporations’ roles in the decentred landscape for governance of ML. Black169 argues that 
certain areas are fraught with conditions that make them challenging for public sector 
regulators to assume complete control over their governance. Decentred regulation is 
appropriate in the face of five preconditions, namely complexity, fragmentation, 
interdependencies, ungovernability and the rejection of a clear private-public distinction. 
Indeed the final is a consequence of the first four. ‘Complexity’ refers to the nature of 
problems that may need to be dealt with. ‘Fragmentation’ refers to the fragmentation of 
knowledge, resources and capacity for control in the regulatory space. ‘Interdependencies’ 
refers to the dynamics between the participants in the regulatory space, co-producing and 
co-enforcing norms of governance. ‘Ungovernability’ refers to the autonomy and 
unpredictability of actor behaviour in the regulatory space.  
 
The landscape of ML technologies arguably presents all four conditions above. ML 
technologies tend towards decision-making and execution of actions that are relatively 
autonomous and opaque, and ML development and governance, such as in relation to their 
control and explicability170 are influenced by different stakeholders such as regulators, 
users, industry, experts and other stakeholders to different degrees. Governance of ML 
technologies is not technologically determined but determined by discourse between 
scientists, ethicists, policy-makers, industry, users and stakeholders.171 The inherently inter-
disciplinary and interdependent needs in developing ML entail a fragmented and de-centred 
landscape where concerned actors bring to bear different capacities and perspectives. In  
such a decentred landscape, it would be facile to maintain a simple public-private distinction 
amongst governance participants. All are engaged with private benefits and costs in relation 
to ML development and deployment, as well as the public goods and risks that revolve 
around ML.  
 
Regulatory instruments in this landscape are only emerging. For example, the EU’s General 
Data Protection Regulation provides for aspects of corporations’ internal governance and 
risk management in relation to data,172 as well as redress mechanisms for affected data 
subjects.173 Many issues remain outstanding as Section 2 has discussed, which are not 
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clearly resolved in law or regulation. It also remains open whether specialist agencies should 
be set up as ML regulators.174 The European Commission has, in view of such uncertainties, 
set out a high level framework for principles of legal liability and duties, such as a strict 
liability principle for use of AI that increases risk of harm, a duty for ML developers to 
provide logging functions in order for evidence to be adduced when unpredictable risks 
occur, and for access to justice and evidence by complainants.175 It remains to be seen how 
and whether some of these may be incorporated into the European product liability regime 
and how European member states may incorporate these into their private law regimes. In 
this emerging landscape where hard law initiatives remain slow and tentative,176 ethical 
principles discussed above have tentatively filled the gap.177 However there are a number of 
these bodies of principles and their influence is only emerging.  
 
We turn to discuss how a thick and broad paradigm of corporate responsibility would 
provide the framework for corporations’ navigation of the legal and related non-legal risks 
associated with ML. Such a framework should integrate corporations’ private interests and 
the public aspects of their power and citizenship, so that the use of ML is integrally located 
within business-society relations. 
 
4. The Application of the Corporate Responsibility Paradigm to Managing ML Risks 
 
In a thick and broad corporate responsibility paradigm, companies that deploy ML should 
ensure that strategic decisions are taken at the highest corporate governance levels and 
that operational decisions and review are made in an enterprise-wide manner. These two 
aspects prevent insularity on the part of the corporation and tend towards broader 
perspectives.  
 
Corporate Governance 
First, we suggest that senior management and the Board should be concerned about the 
risks we depict in Section 2. In a narrow manner, these risks may sometimes be regarded as 
‘risk management’ matters which can affect the financial bottom-lines and viability of 
companies.178 However, in a broader manner, such ‘risk management’ matters are often not 
only matters of financial consequence but also matters of culture179 which reflect a 
company’s disposition, values and structures in decision-making. Culture matters for success 
and long-term viability180 and at a broader level, successful companies often treat risk 
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management as an enterprise-wide phenomenon,181 integrating different departments of 
personnel and at many levels in order to achieve higher perspectives and cohesion in action. 
 
Commentators propose that governance oversight at the Board level is crucial for ML 
deployment. Suggestions include clarifying directors’ duties for responsible deployment of 
ML,182 and the implications from the European Commission’s Guidelines for AI.183 Further, 
commentators propose that companies institute Board committees to oversee the 
deployment of innovative technologies,184 and the appointment of Chief Innovation 
Officers185 whose remit is not merely to develop technology, such as is the role of Chief 
Technology Officers in many companies,186 but to oversee the development and 
deployment of new technologies in a responsible manner, working with compliance, ethics 
and responsibility departments.187 
 
Hickman and Petrin188 however query the assumption underlying the above corporate 
governance proposals, i.e. change in human leadership is expected at the highest 
governance levels in companies. Such an assumption may not be well-placed as there are 
trends towards appointing ML to have voting power on Boards189 if not to assist Boards with 
information analysis.190 If corporate governance structures change towards integrating ML, 
then the assumption that human leadership on Boards can provide the relevant corporate 
governance oversight for the corporation’s use of ML is misplaced. However, Chesterman 
rightly questions191 technologically-deterministic arguments that favour the replacement of 
humans by ML. Such substitutive decisions are themselves likely to be made by humans, 
taking into account broader social and institutional contexts.192 Indeed, other scholars193 
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have articulated scepticism that substitutive changes of significant degree would occur at 
companies’ corporate governance levels, due to institutional and moral reasons that 
restrain against such choices. At this juncture of choice, it is more imperative than ever for 
human leadership at Boardrooms to be explicit about the deployment of ML. 
 
Enterprise-wide Approach 
Consistent with the decentred analysis of governance for ML in economy and society, we 
suggest that companies should also support an enterprise-wide governance framework for 
ML within their organisational boundaries, connecting up different departments and 
relevant personnel, into internal and ‘flat’ ‘networks’ of governance, instead of leaving 
decisions regarding ML to siloed departments. Such internal organisation mirrors the wider 
external governance fabric.  
 
Enterprise-wide frameworks194 are already well-known for risk management.195 It is often 
observed that enterprise-wide risk management creates a culture of risk management that 
is more holistic and able to connect with corporations’ wider responsibility196 and not only 
with insular notions of shareholder accountability. Another enterprise-wide development 
that companies may adopt is enterprise-wide responsible innovation. Commentators 
observe that as companies grapple with the new risks and opportunities of innovation, 
enterprise-wide committees are often created in order to integrate business, external and 
compliance concerns.197 Indeed enterprise-wide responsible innovation is arguably a 
regulatory benchmark in the financial sector. European guidelines198 explicitly set out how 
product innovation should be governed in order to mitigate risks of mis-selling, as well as 
product risks turning into systemic and market risks for financial markets participants.  
 
It may however be argued that companies often integrate ML into enterprise-wide systems 
as ML’s data-processing capabilities facilitate an enterprise-wide approach.199 In this 
manner, instead of joined-up human leadership that oversees and reviews ML, even 
enterprise-wide systems can become technologically-reliant.200 We urge companies that 
intend to use and deploy ML in this manner to subject such decisions to the highest level of 
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governance and ongoing oversight. The penetration of ML and reliance on ML for risk and 
innovation oversight should not result in a gap of discretionary oversight and review after 
all.201 
 
Next, we propose that companies’ enterprise-wide frameworks should also incorporate 
external and stakeholder engagement. Board leadership (perhaps led by the relevant 
Innovation Committee or the Chief Innovation Officer) should institute processes for 
external engagement in order to consider their feedback when developing internal 
frameworks for risk management and responsibility.202 Such external engagement and 
discourse should be navigated within the thick and broad paradigm of corporate 
responsibility, seeking multi-stakeholder input and co-governance.203 These external 
initiatives should not be instrumental and cosmetic forms of communication or ‘washing’. 
There should be procedural and also substantive implications of such engagement and 
discourse. 
 
Stakeholders and Gatekeepers 
Stakeholder engagement should include meaningful two-way communications such as 
dialogue and feedback from those that would be affected by the use and deployment of 
ML.204 An initial circle of directly affected constituents comprises an internal and external 
aspect. The internal aspect relates to employees and other workers, and the external aspect 
relates to constituents such as suppliers and customers, and perhaps regulators.205 There 
should be proactive engagement206 on the part of companies rather than waiting for 
complaints to arrive. Commentators also suggest that stakeholders affected can also act as 
gatekeepers, such as technology company employees that influence their companies’ 
policies on innovation in order to avoid social harm.207 Companies should be willing to treat 
their stakeholders, internal and external, as potential gatekeepers in co-governing the 
development and use of innovation such as ML. 
 
Procedural structures for engagement should not merely be treated as external relations 
exercises but should be engaged with co-learning opportunities that can have substantive 
implications, such as shaping the choices that are strategically made by companies in 
relation to adoption of ML or its risk management. As discussed in Section 2, the 
deployment of ML entails social, economic and moral consequences beyond initial circles of 
directly affected stakeholders, and consequences may reverberate in communities. 
Substantive choices need to be made for example in relation to: the pace of deploying ML 
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and whether stakeholders and communities could catch up with their implications;208 
choices to be made in relation to human agency or oversight and standards of such 
oversight;209 the extent of human accountability in spite of the black box nature of ML.210 
These substantive choices reflect principles in relation to accountability211 and justice,212 as 
well as values embodied in institutions and society,213 and should be made by companies 
within a thick and broad paradigm of social responsibility.214  
 
The practical proposals for companies above apply to the ML risks discussed in Section 2. 
Where external and regulatory liability are uncertain, it is imperative that companies do not 
take advantage of legal uncertainties and gaps to engage in instrumental arbitrage. Such 
behaviour may prejudice stakeholders’ positions, allowing companies to reserve the 
benefits of innovation and efficiency to themselves, while externalising costs unto 
stakeholders and society. This could lead to longer-tailed and unexpected reputational and 
social risks, and affect corporations in terms of their social legitimacy. 
 
Proactive Management 
Companies should aim to proactively manage ML risks, holistically within the corporation 
and by engaging with multi-stakeholders through communication and education, as 
discussed above. Companies should also consider appropriate precautionary measures that 
seek to prevent harm, while being able to experiment with innovations.  
 
A ‘precautionary’ attitude is not understood in a sense that promotes risk aversion and 
avoidance of innovation but as being appreciative of the wider values of protection 
underlying the precautionary ethos. Companies should consider the appropriateness of 
precautionary preparations in advance of decisions. Such consideration ensures that 
corporate decisions are not based narrowly on firm-based instrumental calculations of cost 
and benefit but on an even-handed analysis extending more broadly to business-society 
relations.215 It may also be worthwhile for companies and regulators to consider setting 
particular safe harbours for experimental use and deployment of ML, such as legislative 
initiatives that have been introduced for self-driving cars.216 Regulators may also wish to 
consider instituting ML sandboxes217 for corporations so that use and test can be carried out 
within supervised parameters that aim at minimising stakeholder and external harm. The 
sandbox concept has been pioneered in relation to the fintech industry,218 and it provides a 
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useful regulatory tool for the public and private sectors to engage in co-learning and shaping 
responsible and socially accountable innovation. However, improvements219 can be made to 
the sandbox concept, such as involving multi-stakeholder governance220 and increasing 
transparency with regard to the results of sandbox experiments and lessons for corporate 
strategy and regulatory reform.221 
 
Prudential Provision 
Further, corporations intending to deploy ML should consider making ‘prudential’ provision 
in relation to the risks discussed in Section 2. Even if the laws and regulations are not 
determinate in respect of liability,222 corporations could consider compensatory obligations 
as a matter of social goodwill in relation to the adverse impacts on the stakeholders and 
communities.223 A balance of considerations for such goodwill decisions includes: the level 
of sophistication of stakeholders and communities, whether they are subject to increased 
risk of harm which they may not be able to manage or diversify easily, and whether benefits 
to the corporation may be disproportionate compared to the social benefits of innovation. 
Floridi et al224 rightly point out that the deployment of innovation cannot rule out mistakes 
and accidents. The allocation of burden should be based on a socially-integrated paradigm 
of corporate responsibility that goes beyond established legal and regulatory doctrines, 
especially in an emerging area where these regimes have not yet fully caught up. Such 
prudential provision can jointly be made amongst corporations in the same sector, like an 
industry initiative. It has also been opined that corporations and their ML suppliers could 
consider their compensatory liability for harm as a ‘common enterprise’ responsibility.225 
 
Transparency 
Managing ML risks within a thick and broad paradigm of corporate responsibility also means 
that corporations should be accountable for how they manage these risks by making 
appropriate disclosures. It is suggested that ML risks be disclosed as part of mandatory 
securities disclosure in the US, as certain reporting templates such as ‘risk factors’ and the 
Management Discussion and Analysis could be relevant locations for disclosure.226 On the 
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one hand, such disclosure reform may focus companies on making material disclosure with 
a financial bent,227 but on the other hand, the expansion of social disclosure in securities 
disclosure228 can lead to changes in companies’ orientation and culture in treating 
accountability.229 There is certainly scope for explicit adoption of mandatory disclosure such 
as in non-financial disclosure in the UK230 and EU231 regarding the risks to stakeholders and 
communities in relation to the deployment of ML. Pending that development, companies 
should be encouraged to make voluntary disclosure in their responsibility reports or 
integrated reports.232  
 
It is arguable that voluntary corporate responsibility reporting standards such as the GRI 
standards233 have not comprehensively interrogated ML risks and provided for specific 
disclosures. However, it is also arguable that existing standards can cater somewhat for 
reporting ML risks, such as in relation to ‘Management Approach’.234 Companies that adopt 
the GRI should disclose key information with regard to the organisation, governance of 
senior management and frameworks for making decisions, and ML risks can be included. 
Further, the deployment of ML that may affect occupational health and safety ought to be 
disclosed235 and ML deployment can be relevant for disclosure in relation to the training and 
education of employees.236 Further, disclosure should be made in relation to customer 
privacy and data safety.237 Where ML is deployed to affect local communities such as Uber’s 
testing of self-driving cars in particular neighbourhoods, adverse impacts should be 
disclosed.238  
 
Nevertheless, the GRI standards can benefit from a better integration of ML risks. For 
example, the strategic considerations and use of ML at governance and management levels 
need to be explicitly provided for.239 The impact on suppliers,240 customers,241 job security 
for employees242 can also be more clearly articulated. Corporations’ stance on innovation 
and the pace of adoption of ML can also be made accountable under economic 
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disclosures243 in the GRI standards. Specific impact on sustainability considerations, if any, 
should be disclosed. The pervasive use of ML in marketing and sales and the risks of 
behavioural manipulation of customers should also be reflected in the standards regarding 
marketing and labelling.244  
 
In general, corporations should endeavour to engage in more precise accountability to both 
shareholders and society in relation to their deployment of ML and how they manage the 
risks depicted in Section 2.  
 
In sum we propose that corporations should navigate ML risks in a broad and thick paradigm 
of corporate responsibility in the following ways: 

a Institute corporate governance structures for leadership in strategic and responsible 
decisions regarding ML risks; 

b institute enterprise-wide structures for broad and integrated governance of ML risks 
internally; 

c to engage meaningfully with stakeholders and regulators on the strategic and 
responsible use of ML and to consider their feedback when designing and 
implementing internal enterprise-wide structures for managing ML risks; 

d to engage in multi-stakeholder governance frameworks integrating the public and 
private dimensions, in order to participate in the shaping of public policies; 

e to make voluntary disclosure of ML risks and management even if not subject to 
mandatory disclosure; 

f to make prudential provision for ML risks in relation to bearing burdens for loss 
consistent with notions of social justice, fair burden and risk allocation; and 

g to actively dialogue with regulators for sandbox arrangements for testing and 
experimenting with ML so that risks can be observed, and their management can be 
based on a fully-considered and accountable process. 

 
5. Conclusion 
 
Corporations are increasingly interested in adopting ML systems in many aspects of their 
strategic, operational, production and risk management functions in order to enjoy 
performance enhancement through the data analytic capabilities of ML systems, efficiency 
savings and competitive advantage. However the cognizance for the need to manage the 
risks of deploying ML systems seems slower to catch on. This article provides a framework 
for mapping four key legal and related non-legal risks that need to be managed, and argues 
that in the context of dynamic developments in law and regulation, corporate users of ML 
systems need an approach for navigating these risks. We provide a blueprint for such an 
approach, anchored in a widely-defined ‘corporate responsibility’ paradigm that allows 
corporations to manage their ML risks in an integrated manner, and as a matter of business-
society relations. This blueprint incorporates corporations’ internal concerns and their 
external relations. We argue that the applicational implications of our ‘corporate 
responsibility’ paradigm are both appropriate and practicable, and we make 
recommendations for corporations to adopt: governance frameworks, enterprise-wide 
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approaches, prudential provision, broad accountability mechanisms and a networked multi-
stakeholder approach to shaping and governing their strategic deployment of ML 
technologies. 


